
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 

Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming 

Futuristic MD women! 

inventsomething@live.com

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

Where is the pre-loaded iApp? 

What is the diagnosis? 

7-17-14 New England Journal of Medicine, Free Full Text 

without 1,001 links to click on the get started 

Brainstorming! 

Where is the pre-loaded iApp? Bill + Melinda took it to Mecca 

with the Win 8.2 fix! 
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with the Win 8.2 fix! 

What is the diagnosis? 

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for 

New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively 

with Apple decades after leaving patients like Steve Jobs to 

die from delayed cancer care NEJM knew! 

diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp? 

What is the diagnosis? 

7-17-14 iApp for New England Journal of Medicine orders for 

Apple's Steve Jobs should have been like when the Supreme 

Court "Orders" you to get the vaccination or pull the plug on 

life support, from Apple never ever a request to partner 

exclusively with Apple to sell iPhone and iPad devices pre-

loaded with native applications developed from the ground 

up specifically for enterprise customers like New England 

Journal of Medicine. 

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Pre-loaded for New England Journal of 

Medicine as it partner exclusively with Apple + IBM... crime 

ones pre-loaded and war crimes grin... stupid criminals. 

7-17-14 iApp Pre-loaded Sitcoms by the New England 

Journal of Medicine would have led these Clones of Steve Jobs 

to a better end or cure! And helped Whooping Cough Babies 

who died... from Mom refusing the vaccine! Sitcom!! 

diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp? 
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diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp? 

What is the diagnosis? 

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded "The 

Deep Comfort of Mediocre Sitcoms" by Robert O'Connell The 

Atlantic, Bob should know there have been 100's of Steve Job 

Clones that have died from the same thing and an iApp 

Sitcom by the New England Journal of Medicine would have 

led these Clones of Steve Jobs to a better end or cure! 

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for 

Gregs invention "No Head On Collisions" No gas station hold 

ups, No Banks robed. 3 dead in Stockton bank robbery, gun 

battle. 

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for 

diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp? 

What is the diagnosis? 

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for... 

Los Angeles Times - Police in Northern California detailed a 

violent bank robbery Wednesday that left two gunmen and a 

female hostage dead, recalling a "relentless" hail of bullets 

unleashed on officers as they pursued the suspects through 

three cities. 

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for 

New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively 

with Apple 
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with Apple 

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded "The 

Deep Comfort of Mediocre Sitcoms" by Robert O'Connell The 

Atlantic, Bob should know there have been 100's of Steve Job 

Clones that have died from the same thing and an iApp 

Sitcom by the New England Journal of Medicine would have 

led these Clones of Steve Jobs to a better end or cure! 

7-17-14 iApp Steve Jobs Apple before he got Metastatic 

Enteropancreatic Neuroendocrine Tumors... Apple to sell 

iPhone and iPad devices pre-loaded with native 

applications developed from the ground up specifically for 

enterprise customers like New England Journal of Medicine. 

diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp? 

What is the diagnosis? 

7-17-14 iApp for New England Journal of Medicine 2015 

NEJM would have made 1,001 Medical Discoveries + 

Inventions if Apple + IBM pre-loaded Invention Projects 

diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp? 

What is the diagnosis? 

7-17-14 Apple + IBM pre-loaded iApp Invention Projects for 

New England Journal of Medicine 2015 should have been 

when greg started the 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out 

with links you can click on to get started inventing 

something. Observers are Dead Meat when this is on the 

Front page of the New England Journal of Medicine and the 

NY Times!! 
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diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp? 

What is the diagnosis? 

7-17-14 "Malpractice Crime by the Pentagon" for giving 

Mecca + Allah $777 Trillion in $4 Gas! 

7-17-14 Lanreotide in Metastatic Enteropancreatic 

Neuroendocrine Tumors M.E. Caplin and Others | N Engl J 

Med 2014;371:224-233 

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for 

New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively 

with Apple 

diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp? 

What is the diagnosis? 

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for 

New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively 

with Apple Assessment of Second-Line Antiretroviral 

Regimens for HIV Therapy in Africa N.I. Paton and Others | N 

Engl J Med 2014;371:234-247 

diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp? 

What is the diagnosis? 
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What is the diagnosis? 

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for 

New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively 

with Apple Activated STING in a Vascular and Pulmonary 

Syndrome Online FirstY. Liu and Others | July 16, 2014 | DOI: 

10.1056/NEJMoa1312625 

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for 

New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively 

with Apple Clinical Therapeutics Single-Pill Combination 

Regimens for Treatment of HIV-1 Infection M. Gandhi and 

R.T. Gandhi | N Engl J Med 2014;371:248-259 CME Exam 

diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp? 

What is the diagnosis? 

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for 

New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively 

with Apple Images in Clinical Medicine Intermittent Facial 

Flushing and Diarrhea O. Mc Cormack and J.V. Reynolds | N 

Engl J Med 2014;371:260-260 Free Full Text 

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for 

New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively 

with Apple Video Photomicroscopy M. Górgolas and J. 

Cuadros | N Engl J Med 2014;371:e4 Free Full Text Video 

diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp? 

What is the diagnosis? 
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7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for 

New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively 

with Apple 

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for 

New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively 

with Apple Case Records of the Massachusetts General 

Hospital Case 22-2014: A 40-Year-Old Woman with 

Postpartum Dyspnea and Hypoxemia 

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for 

New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively 

with Apple 

diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp? 

What is the diagnosis? 

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for 

New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively 

with Apple 

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for 

New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively 

with Apple 

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for 

New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively 

with Apple 

diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp? 
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diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp? 

What is the diagnosis? 

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for 

New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively 

with Apple 

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for 

New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively 

with Apple 

7-17-14 iApps RxCure Brainstorming links Pre-loaded for 

New England Journal of Medicine as it partner exclusively 

with Apple 

diagnosis... Where is the pre-loaded iApp? 

What is the diagnosis? 

7-17-14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or 

against... 

MD Driven... 
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MD Driven... 

7-17-14 iApp for "Secret..." Dr. Katrina in her Frontal Lobe 

Book would have made 1,001 Medical Discoveries + 

Inventions if Apple + IBM pre-loaded Invention Projects for 

Med Students. This LOSS is a Crime by the Pentagon for 

giving Mecca + Allah $777 Trillion in $4 Gas. Apple is 

making a play for the enterprise market with its mobile 

devices. Starting this fall, IBM is planning to partner 

exclusively with Apple to sell iPhone and iPad devices pre-

loaded with native applications developed from the ground 
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loaded with native applications developed from the ground 

up specifically for enterprise customers. The initiative is 

called IBM MobileFirst for iOS. It combines IBM's big data 

and analytic capabilities with Apple's consumer experience, 

along with its hardware and software integration and 

developer platform. The two envision creating apps that will 

transform the iPhone and iPad from content consumption 

devices into real working tools for business users... 

INVENT...BUSINESS USERS CAN INVENTSOMETHING IF THEY 

HAVE 1,001 INVENTION PROJECTS PREINSTALLED pre-loaded. 

7-16-14 iApp for "Secret..." Prostate cancer... Apple Steve Jobs... 

Tim Cook leads to a Cure by pre-loading all iPhones 

MacBook Air + Pro. IBM is planning to partner exclusively 

with Apple to sell iPhone and iPad devices pre-loaded with 

native applications developed from the ground up 

specifically for enterprise customers. 

7-16-14 iApp for Key West Vacant Lots Owners who get a 

Kickback from Towing Companies even Saint Mary's Catholic 

Church has Tow Signs posted... iApp is not the only thing 

needed, iApp for Tow Revenge by Class Action Lawyers at 

Yale. "predatory tow practices" Tow $135 $40 storage per day 

$3 per mile towed $75 after hours gate fee $25 

Administration Fee $25 notification fee $75 Service Call. Key 

West Vacant Lots Owners... Greg bikes all over Key West and 

my verdict is the Mayor knows all the Owners of Vacant Lots 

100's and had no desire to put a end to Towing by the City of 

Key West taking over all 'Vacant" lots for "parking" yes! $ 

7-16-14 iApp for Key West "Futuristic Fire House" I got this 

idea biking by the Fire House Museum and thought of my 

idea for the Futuristic Fire House and building codes. Built 

in fire extinguishers in the top 10 fires happen and for course 

the Fire Men are at Home not at the New Fire Station the 

Mayor built thanks to Cameras and iApps there would be no 

reason to keep fire fighters at the Station 24 hours a day. 

Hell the Swat teams live at home, grin! iApp solves invents all 

things to have a Futuristic Fire House and the Fire House 

Museum will be the last Fire House Standing after the "Oil 

Fortunes" Fire is put out in the minds of the Mayor + 

Pentagon Top Brass! Mayor used his "Oil Fortunes" kickback 

from suppressing the ElectricWindmillFord Escort to build a 

new fire house and park and sidewalks... etc. Greg will build 
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new fire house and park and sidewalks... etc. Greg will build 

the Yale Key West Medical School!! 

7-16-14 iApp for "Secret" Documents 700 Fiery Cop Car 

Crash... 

7-16-14 iApp for "Secret" "Documents... Show General Motors 

Kept Silent on Fatal Crashes" By REBECCA R. RUIZ and 

DANIELLE IVORY New York Times Today. 

7-16-14 iApp for "Secret" 35 Hours a week work at GM, GE 

Microsoft, Google, Amazon so the Temp Workers get 50% of 

regular full time employees and barbaric harassment from 

supervisors! "8 Secrets To Writing The Perfect Resume" 

Jacquelyn Smith Jacquelyn at Business insider didn't get a 

secret look at todays NY Times as this "barbaric harassment" 

of temps and workers who are part time is on the Front Page 

Today. Bill + Melinda have used Barbaric Harassment of 

temps at Microsoft for Decades and had to pay $90 million 

for cheating temps and part time workers when they cheated 

them out of $1 Billion in Profits every 3 months for the last 

10 years. Worst everyone knows this in our 1984 II Era. Sick.... 

4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! 

7-16-14 iApp for "Secret" Yale Hospital in New Haven made 

sure the NY Times didn't write them up for Part time hours to 

save money that caused Hospital Deaths... 

7-16-14 iApp for "Secret" aiming for the brain with the hope 

of developing technologies to help restore memory and let 

you remember "All" even if this means you iPhone7s beeps at 

you! Grin! 

7-16-14 iApp for "Secret" No-Win Situation When It Comes To 

doing The Best... MD diet, Fitness, Reading looking for 

Serendipity Inventions the iApps remind you that you have. 

1,001 lot to remember. 

7-16-14 iApp for "Secret..." Dealing With A Workplace Bully... 

any Bully just ask the iApp and win! 

7-16-14 iApp for "Secret" 

7-16-14 iApp for "Secret..." Men who robbed woman's house 

spotted on Google Maps, I looked up the address were I park 

my 1999 Ford Escort and it was in the Picture on Google 
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my 1999 Ford Escort and it was in the Picture on Google 

Maps... now let get all the Gas Station Hold Up Men on 

Cameras coming and going to sucker punch the women 

gassing up... 

7-16-14 iApp for "Secret..." 

7-16-14 iApp for "Secret..." "iPhone and iPad are the best 

mobile devices in the world and have transformed the way 

people work with over 98 percent of the Fortune 500 and over 

92 percent of the Global 500 using iOS devices in their 

business today," said Tim Cook, Apple’s CEO. "For the first time 

ever we’re putting IBM’s renowned big data analytics at iOS 

users’ fingertips, which opens up a large market opportunity 

for Apple. This is a radical step for enterprise and something 

that only Apple and IBM can deliver." 

7-16-14 iApp for "Secret..." This is a deep offering for 

enterprise customers that not only includes custom and 

exclusive apps, but mobile service and support -- AppleCare 

for Enterprise will provide IT departments and end users with 

around-the-clock support. 

7-16-14 iApp for "Secret..." 

7-16-14 iApp for "Secret..." 

7-16-14 iApp for "Secret..." 

7-16-14 iApp for "Secret..." 
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7-15-14 Fiery Campaign by NASA Targets the iPhone for fiery 

aggressive "Start of Star Travel" iApps + iTunes... The head of 

NASA, Charles Bolden (a former shuttle pilot and US Marine 

general) ranged himself firmly in that aliens-are-surely-

out-there. Marine General Bolden is in the Battle of his life + 

Soul now. Battle between Heaven + Hell if a force field same 

type that holds the electron + photons in orbit in all atoms 

can hold Human Consciousness after Death! 

NASA: Yes, ALIENS are OUT THERE. We'll find our new EARTH 

within 20 years 

7-15-14 Fiery Campaign by NASA Targets the iPhone for fiery 

aggressive "Start of Star Travel" iApps + iTunes... "Start of Star 

Travel" tunes, will replace rap!! Rap Tunes seek revenge, set 

ablaze fire the mind with obnoxious loud music from cars 

driving up and down Duval Street USA, BMF is their only 

"Lyrics" in every itune, sickening! And detrimental to "Start 

of Star Travels" 

7-15-14 Chinese Smear Campaign Targets the IPhone, China 

1984 II numb nuts Dictators should Smear Tobacco and 

report the 1 million dead in China from Tobacco + Alcohol, 

another half million Dead from Food Poison as the Top Brass 
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another half million Dead from Food Poison as the Top Brass 

in China suppressed 1 Trillion NASA made cans of H @ -254 C 

for gasoline from the USA's numb nuts Dictator 1984 II. 

Sick... call a MD Women. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat. 

7-15-14 Fiery Campaign by NASA Targets the iPhone for fiery 

aggressive "Start of Star Travel" iApps + iTunes... Kerry in 

Nuclear War talks with Iran... 

7-15-14 Fiery Campaign by NASA Targets the iPhone for fiery 

aggressive "Start of Star Travel" iApps + iTunes... Fiery 

Campaign, aggressive Education on the Stars Fiery Burning 

of Hydrogen for 5 Billion and another 5 Billions of years is 

like suppressed + stifled similar to the ElectricWindmillFord 

Escort. Its time to Escort Nuclear War with Iran to Nuclear 

Fire in Stars! 

7-15-14 Fiery Campaign by NASA Targets the iPhone for fiery 

aggressive "Start of Star Travel" iApps + iTunes... Qatar Buys 

a Soccer Foothold in Europe... Saudi Arabia buys Hundreds 

of $10 Billion dollar Palaces for Princes of Oil Revenues... 

$777 Trillion waste by Allah + Mecca. Why did the Pentagon 

give Saudia Arabia $777 Trillion in $4 Gas money? sick... 

call a MD Women. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat. 

7-15-14 Fiery Campaign by NASA Targets the iPhone for fiery 

aggressive "Start of Star Travel" iApps + iTunes... Tobacco 

Deal... Dead from "Smoking" are not reported like the "War" 

deaths, Why? Because the Top Brass, 1984 II don't want a 

True Fiery Campaign against "Smoking" and Tobacco! 

Reynolds American to Buy Lorillard in $27.4 Billion Tobacco 

Deal. MD's revenue for today from "Smokers" is more than 

$27.4 Billion Tobacco Deal. $ Trillions are spent treating the 

side effects of Tobacco + Alcohol in Health Care and more 

Trillions for Social Crimes as 85% of 19K women murdered in 

2014 will be by drunk men. Top Brass, Top Brass, 1984 II 

don't want a True Fiery Campaign against this!!! 

7-15-14 Fiery Campaign by NASA Targets the iPhone for fiery 

aggressive "Start of Star Travel" iApps + iTunes... A church 

lawyer is making her most detailed allegations yet about a 

cover-up of clergy sex abuse in the Archdiocese of St. Paul 

and Minneapolis. 

7-15-14 Fiery Campaign by NASA Targets the iPhone for fiery 
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7-15-14 Fiery Campaign by NASA Targets the iPhone for fiery 

aggressive "Start of Star Travel" iApps + iTunes... Snowden 

LEAKS George Orwell II's STD's, Hepatitis, HPV, syphilis... of his 

troops! 

7-15-14 Fiery Campaign by NASA Targets the iPhone for fiery 

aggressive "Start of Star Travel" iApps + iTunes... The nearest 

stars to Earth are in the Alpha Centauri triple-star system, 

about 4.37 light-years away. One of these stars, Proxima 

Centauri, is slightly closer, at 4.24 light-years. Of all the 

stars closer than 15 light-years, only two are spectral type G, 

similar to our sun: Alpha Centauri A and Tau Ceti. The 

majority are M-type red dwarf stars. 

7-15-14 Fiery Campaign by NASA Targets the iPhone for fiery 

aggressive "Start of Star Travel" iApps + iTunes... Barnard’s 

Star, a red dwarf 5.96 light-years away, has the largest 

proper motion of any known star. This means that Barnard’s 

Star moves rapidly against the background of more distant 

stars, at a rate of 10.3 seconds of arc per Earth year. 

7-15-14 Fiery Campaign by NASA Targets the iPhone for fiery 

aggressive "Start of Star Travel" iApps + iTunes... Sirius A is 

the brightest star in Earth’s night sky, due to its intrinsic 

brightness and its proximity to us. Sirius B, a white dwarf 

star, is smaller than Earth but has a mass 98 percent that of 

our sun. 

7-15-14 Fiery Campaign by NASA Targets the iPhone for fiery 

aggressive "Start of Star Travel" iApps + iTunes... In late 2012, 

astronomers discovered that Tau Ceti may host five planets 

including one within the star’s habitable zone. Tau Ceti is 

the nearest single G-type star like our sun (although the 

Alpha Centauri triple-star system also hosts a G-type star and 

is much closer). 

7-15-14 Fiery Campaign by NASA Targets the iPhone for fiery 

aggressive "Start of Star Travel" iApps + iTunes... 

7-15-14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their 

Aliens is the case for "Gravity Engines Invention" a Fiery 

Campaign by NASA, iPhone, China... Castro's Cubans in 

Miami will never set the gasoline car on fire for the 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort with 24/7 A/C!! Revolution in 

Spanish is not the same Revolution as the New French 
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Spanish is not the same Revolution as the New French 

Revolution... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat. Believe it or not Paris 

didn't have any MD women... 1789 to 1799 The royal family's 

flight to Varennes had disastrous effects on French popular 

opinion: Louis XVI was deposed and the monarchy abolished 

on 21 September 1792; the royal family was subsequently 

imprisoned at the Temple Prison. Eight months after her 

husband's execution, Marie Antoinette was herself tried, 

convicted by the Revolutionary Tribunal of treason to the 

principles of the revolution, and executed by guillotine on 

16 October 1793. 

Start of Star Travel iTune will replace Obnoxious Rap Drivers

7-15-14 Chinese Smear Campaign Targets the IPhone... 

7-15-14 Fiery Campaign by NASA Targets the iPhone for fiery 

aggressive Start of Star Travel iApps iTunes... 

7-15-14 Fiery Campaign by NASA Targets the iPhone for fiery 

aggressive Start of Star Travel iApps iTunes... The sun is the 

closest star to the Earth and is the brightest object in the sky. 

The energy of the sun comes from nuclear reactor where 

hydrogen nuclei fuse to form helium and release energy. The 

sun has been burning for about 5 billion rears and will 

continue burning for about 5 billion years. The sun has six 

layers. The core, the radiative zone where the gasses are 

under high pressure, the convective zone where heat is 

transferred to the surface. The suns surface or photosphere is 

made up of boiling gasses and has temps of 5500 degrees 

Celsius . Outside the photosphere is the chromosphere and 

outside that is the corona. The corona is very hit with a 

temperature round 1 million degrees Celsius. 

7-15-14 Fiery Campaign by NASA Targets the iPhone for fiery 

aggressive Start of Star Travel iApps iTunes... 

7-15-14 Fiery Campaign by NASA Targets the iPhone for fiery 

aggressive Start of Star Travel iApps iTunes... 

7-15-14 Fiery Campaign by NASA Targets the iPhone for fiery 

aggressive Start of Star Travel iApps iTunes... 

7-15-14 Fiery Campaign by NASA Targets the iPhone for fiery 

aggressive Start of Star Travel iApps iTunes... 
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7-15-14 Fiery Campaign by NASA Targets the iPhone for fiery 

aggressive Start of Star Travel iApps iTunes... 

7-15-14 Fiery Campaign by NASA Targets the iPhone for fiery 

aggressive Start of Star Travel iApps iTunes... 

Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School 

should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! Greg flew 

into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West 

Medical School on 3-4-2011. 

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/> 
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